
VINTNER’S REDS SELECTION
$24 | ALL GRAPES ARE GROWN IN OUR ESTATE VINEYARDS

Our Petite Sirah reveals 
deep, inky purple color. 
Aromas of blackberry, 
ripe plum, and thyme 
greet the nose. Aging in 
French and American 
oak barrels contributes 
notes of vanilla and oak. 
The mouthfeel is 
jammy and full-bodied.

PETITE
SIRAH

DARKNESS

After aging in French and 
American barrels for 14 
months, our hand-crafted 
artisan blend reveals ripe 
flavors of raspberry and 
blackberry with notes of 
spice and vanilla. 

The highly versatile Syrah 
grape is grown in many 
climates, but the coastal 
microclimate of the 
Pretty Penny Vineyard is 
ideal for the development 
of intense flavors and 
aromas, such as boysen-
berry, ripe plum, and 
pomegranate. 

SYRAH

DRY

PINOT NOIR

After aging in French oak 
barrels, the individual lots 
are evaluated and blend-
ed. The wine is dark and 
structured with intense 
flavors of black cherry and 
raspberry. Barrel aging 
contributes nuances of 
oak and cedar with a long, 
mouthfilling finish.



VINTNER’S MIXED FLIGHT
$24 | ALL GRAPES ARE GROWN IN OUR ESTATE VINEYARDS

Maddalena Pinot Grigio 
reveals aromas of citrus 
with hints of wildflowers. 
The mouth is filled with 
ripe fruit flavors, includ-
ing melon and green 
apples. Bright acidity 
and mineral notes frame 
this structured and 
balanced wine.
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MIXED

GRENACHE
ROSÉ

After harvesting, grapes 
designated for the Grenache 
Rosé are gently crushed. 
The skins and juice remain 
in contact for several hours 
resulting in a lovely salm-
on-pink color. Ripe red berry, 
cantaloupe, and rose petal 
notes make this wine 
perfect for any occasion.
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ripe plum, and thyme 
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The highly versatile Syrah 
grape is grown in many 
climates, but the coastal 
microclimate of the 
Pretty Penny Vineyard is 
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berry, ripe plum, and 
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SYRAH



Stella Rosa Moscato & 
Moscato D'Asti keeps you on 
your A-game. This 
semi-sweet, semi-sparkling 
wine is the perfect choice for 
girls-nights (and guys-nights), 
date nights, daytime 
activities, and you-time. Notes 
of pear and apple. 
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MOSCATO
D’ASTI

Embody the confidence that 
comes with Stella Rosa 
Golden Honey Peach. Others 
will say it is too “extra” but 
really, those others are “not 
enough.” Shine bright, baby!
Apricot, honeydew melon, 
and peach.
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GOLDEN
HONEY PEACH

$22 | ENJOY THE SWEET FLAVOR OF WINTER WITH OUR SWEET WINES
WINTER SWEETS SELECTION SWEET

San Antonio Fruit Farm 
Strawberry Guava is a dual 
fruit fusion that pairs well 
with bubbly conversation, 
afternoon picnics, and 
catching up with old friends 
without missing a beat.

STRAWBERRY
GUAVA

STRAWBERRY

Bursting with rich grape 
flavor, Cardinale is a refresh-
ing dark red wine perfect for
barbecues, dinner parties, or 
a quiet night in. If you're 
looking for a fun, sweet red 
wine, Cardinale is an ideal 
choice.

CARDINALE



Stella Rosa Imperiale 
Prosecco is a sparkling wine 
that goes to epic proportions 
to celebrate a moment. This 
wine will shine at every 
occasion, but will never 
outshine you. Bosc pear, 
yellow apple, and lemon.

PROSECCO

Prosecco is a sparkling wine 
that goes to epic proportions 
to celebrate a moment. This 

Stella Rosa Imperiale Orange 
Moscato is a sparkling wine 
full of sass, pizzazz, and that 
“you don’t mess with me” 
type of attitude. More of this 
wine is never a bad idea.
Orange, lemon, orange 
blossom, and peach.

ORANGE
MOSCATO

Stella Rosa Imperiale Black 
Lux is the desirable sparkling 
red blend, a sweet bold 
nectar plucked from the 
same grapes of your favorite 
Stella Rosa Black, and perfect 
for any special occasion. 
Blackberry, blueberry, 
raspberry.

BLACK LUX

Subtle sweetness mixed with 
tangy notes, this low to 
medium dry California 
Champagne is a classic 
choice. 

CALIFORNIA
CHAMPAGNE

Subtle sweetness mixed with 
tangy notes, this low to 
medium dry California 
Champagne is a classic 
choice. 

$22 | ENJOY OUR SELECTION OF HIGH-QUALITY SPARKLING WINES
SPARKLING SELECTION MIXED


